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CHAPTER _____

1 AN ACT concerning

Baltimore City Youth Data Hub – Establishment

3 FOR the purpose of establishing the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub for the purpose of
promoting well-being of youth and improving access to and cost-efficiency of youth
programs; establishing an executive committee and providing for a manager to
operate the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub; providing that certain activities of the
executive committee and manager are not subject to the Open Meetings Act or the
Public Information Act; authorizing certain entities to provide data to the Baltimore
City Youth Data Hub; providing for the authorized uses and ownership of the data
provided to the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub; establishing certain penalties and
immunity under certain circumstances; and generally relating to the Baltimore City
Youth Data Hub.

13 BY adding to
14 Article – Local Government

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
Underlining indicates amendments to bill.
Strike-out indicates matter stricken from the bill by amendment or deleted from the law by
amendment.
Italics indicate opposite chamber/conference committee amendments.
Section 31–101 through 31–110 to be under the new title “Title 31. Baltimore City Youth Data Hub”

Annotated Code of Maryland
(2013 Volume and 2021 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND,
That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Local Government

TITLE 31. BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB.


(A) In this title the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) “AGGREGATE” means to correlate, link, or associate personally identifiable information from one provider with personally identifiable information from any other provider inside the BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB.

(C) “AUTHORIZED PURPOSE” means an evidence–based, testable inquiry that is intended to yield results that further the purpose of the BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB.

(D) “BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB” means an integrated, electronic data management system that links data about youth from any provider.

(E) (1) “DATA” means any information about a youth.

(2) “DATA” includes names, addresses, telephone numbers, dates of birth, information on gender, ethnicity, and ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY, family or personal incomes, other family data, Social Security numbers, student or employee identification numbers, enrollment and attendance dates, performance information in any jobs, internships, schools, or other programs, current and past health information, including birth weights, maternal health at birth, and exposure to lead, and information on the receipt individually or by family of WELFARE benefits.
(F) (1) “Data recipient” means any individual, agency, or entity that receives de-identified data from the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub for analysis, research, or evaluation purposes.

(2) “Data recipient” includes the manager or a provider.

(G) “De-identified data” means any personally identifiable information that is permanently removed in a manner that leaves no reasonable basis to believe that the remaining information can be used to successfully link the de-identified data to a particular individual.

(H) “Executive committee” means the body that provides vision, oversight, and leadership for the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(I) “Manager” means the nongovernmental custodian of the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub responsible for its operation, upkeep, and security.

(J) “Personally identifiable information” means includes:

(1) An individual’s name;

(2) The name of an individual’s parent or other family members;

(3) The address of an individual or an individual’s family members;

(4) A personal identifier, including an individual’s Social Security number, student identification number, or biometric record;

(5) An indirect identifier, including an individual’s date of birth, place of birth, or mother’s maiden name; and

(6) Any data that, either alone or in combination, would tend to associate or link a piece of information with a particular individual in a manner that would allow a reasonable person in the community to identify the particular individual.

(K) “Provider” means:

(1) The mayor of Baltimore City or a unit within the office of the mayor and City Council of Baltimore City;
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(2) the City Council of Baltimore City; Baltimore’s Promise; and

(3) the Baltimore City Board of School Commissioners; and

(4) any other public, quasi-public, or private entity that contributes data to the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(L) “Query” means to search, find, and analyze data in the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(M) (L) “Secure” means to implement a comprehensive data security program to maintain data in strict confidence and protect personally identifiable information and de-identified data aggregated through the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub from unauthorized access, use, modification, or disclosure.

(M) (M) “Youth” means any person under the age of 21 years who:

(1) resides in Baltimore City;

(2) attends or graduated from an elementary or secondary school in Baltimore City; or

(3) participates in or graduated from any youth program in Baltimore City.

31–102.

(A) There is a Baltimore City Youth Data Hub in Baltimore City.

(B) The purpose of the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub is:

(1) to promote the health, safety, security, and well-being of youth; and

(2) to improve equitable access to and the overall cost-efficiency of programs serving youth.

31–103.

(A) The executive committee consists of:

(1) the Mayor of Baltimore City, or the Mayor’s designee;
(2) The Chief Executive Officer of the Baltimore City Public School System, or the Chief Executive Officer’s designee; and

(3) Representatives from other providers, any other individuals jointly selected by the Mayor and the Chief Executive.

(B) The executive committee shall:

(1) oversee the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub; and

(2) appoint and oversee the manager of the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(C) (1) The executive committee shall establish an advisory committee of community stakeholders, including representatives from nonprofit organizations, faith-based institutions, community resident associations, and members from the larger community.

(2) The purpose of the advisory committee is to increase awareness of and provide feedback on the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

31–104.

(A) (1) The Baltimore City Youth Data Hub and any de-identified aggregated data are not public or government records and are not subject to the Public Information Act.

(2) The participation of the Mayor of Baltimore City, the Chief Executive Officer of the Baltimore City Public School System, or their designees in the executive committee does not subject the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub to the Public Information Act or the Open Meetings Act.

(B) (A) (1) The manager shall operate the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(B) (B) The manager shall be a city-wide entity that aims to improve outcomes for youth, with a specific focus on youth from historically marginalized communities.
(3) (C) The manager shall aggregate promptly and properly personally identifiable information received from providers.

(4) (D) (I) (1) Subject to subparagraph (II) of this paragraph paragraph (2) of this subsection, the manager may contract with a technology vendor or other professional.

(III) (2) If the manager contracts with a technology vendor or other professional to code, create, or assist with the operation of the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub, the technology vendor or professional is subject to the requirements of this title related to the manager.

(5) (E) (I) (1) The manager is not subject to the Public Information Act or the Open Meetings Act.

(III) (2) The records for which the manager is a custodian are not subject to the Public Information Act.

31–105.

(A) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any local governmental entity and the Baltimore City Board of School Commissioners may provide personally identifiable information and data for the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(B) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any state or local governmental entity or private or quasi–governmental entity may provide personally identifiable information and data for the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

(B) On request of the manager, a provider may submit and update personally identifiable information and other data related to the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub’s purpose on a rolling or real–time basis.

(C) (B) (C) Each provider and its clients, students, or participants, as appropriate, shall retain ownership of:

(1) The data provided by the provider; and
(2) THE DE-IDENTIFIED DATA AND ANY NEW DATA ELEMENT, INCLUDING DERIVATIVE FILES GENERATED AS A RESULT OF THE DATA PROVIDED BY THE PROVIDER TO THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB.

31–106.

(A) THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB AND MANAGER MAY USE ONLY AGGREGATED, DE-IDENTIFIED DATA FOR CONDUCTING ANY ANALYSIS, RESEARCH, AND REPORTING TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, THE PUBLIC, OR OTHERWISE.

(B) DIRECT ACCESS TO PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION IN THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB SHALL BE RESTRICTED TO THE MANAGER AND THE MANAGER’S AUTHORIZED STAFF OR CONTRACTORS ONLY FOR AUTHORIZED PURPOSES AND LAWFUL QUALITY CONTROL.

(C) ON THE RECEIPT OF DATA, THE MANAGER OR ITS DESIGNATED TECHNOLOGY VENDOR SHALL WORK WITH PROVIDERS TO PROMPTLY EXTRACT AND UPLOAD THE DATA INTO THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB’S DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR AGGREGATION AND DE-IDENTIFICATION.

(D) IMMEDIATELY AFTER AGGREGATING PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION IN THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, THE MANAGER SHALL DESTROY ANY COPIES OF THE PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION EXISTING OUTSIDE THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN A MANNER SUCH THAT, AFTER AGGREGATION, THE MANAGER DOES NOT POSSESS OR RETAIN ANY PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION OUTSIDE THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

(E) THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB MAY NOT USE ITS DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR QUERIES TO PRODUCE ANY PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION OR REPORTS THAT CONTAIN ANY PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION.

31–107.

(A) (1) THE MANAGER SHALL PROMPTLY REVIEW ANY QUERY REQUESTED BY A PROVIDER.

(2) THE MANAGER MAY RUN QUERIES FOR INDIVIDUALS OR ENTITIES THAT ARE NOT PROVIDERS.

(B) BEFORE APPROVING A QUERY, THE MANAGER, WITH ASSISTANCE FROM TECHNICAL EXPERTS IDENTIFIED BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, SHALL CONDUCT AN IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED QUERY FOR CONSISTENCY WITH AUTHORIZED PURPOSES, ALIGNMENT WITH EVIDENCE-BASED STANDARDS FOR
EQUITABLE, ETHICAL, AND METHODOLOGICALLY APPROPRIATE INQUIRIES, AND
ASSESSMENT OF THE BENEFITS FOR AND IMPACT ON THE GREATER BALTIMORE
CITY COMMUNITY.

(C) BEFORE PROVIDING ANY DATA IN RESPONSE TO A QUERY, THE
MANAGER SHALL OBTAIN WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM ANY PROVIDER OF DATA TO
CONFIRM THAT THERE IS NO REASONABLE BASIS TO BELIEVE THAT DE–IDENTIFIED
DATA PROVIDED IN RESPONSE TO A QUERY COULD BE USED BY A DATA RECIPIENT,
TO SUCCESSFULLY LINK DE–IDENTIFIED DATA TO A PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL,
BASED ON THE SIZE OR UNIQUENESS OF THE POPULATION UNDER CONSIDERATION
IN THE QUERY, OR OTHERWISE.

(D) THE MANAGER SHALL ENSURE THAT THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
AND PROVIDED DATA ARE SECURE USING SECURITY STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS
THAT ADDRESS, AT A MINIMUM, DATA SECURITY AND ACCESS, SECURITY INCIDENT
AND DISASTER RECOVERY PROCEDURES, AND RECORDING AND MONITORING OF
SYSTEM ACTIVITY.

(E) THE MANAGER SHALL MAINTAIN APPROPRIATE ADMINISTRATIVE,
PHYSICAL, AND TECHNICAL SAFEGUARDS THAT PROTECT PRIVACY,
CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY, AND AVAILABILITY OF ANY DATA IN COMPLIANCE
WITH THE FEDERAL FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT AND OTHER
RELEVANT PRIVACY LAWS AND POLICIES, INCLUDING:

(1) THE REQUIRED USE OF DE–IDENTIFIED DATA IN DATA RESEARCH
AND REPORTING;

(2) THE REQUIRED DISPOSITION OF DATA THAT IS NO LONGER
NEEDED;

(3) PROVIDING DATA SECURITY, INCLUDING THE CAPACITY FOR
AUDIT TRAILS;

(4) PROVIDING FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF REGULAR AUDITS FOR
COMPLIANCE WITH DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY STANDARDS; AND

(5) IMPLEMENTING GUIDELINES AND POLICIES THAT PREVENT THE
REPORTING OF OTHER POTENTIALLY PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION.

(F) THE MANAGER SHALL ENSURE THAT A QUERY OF THE DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:

(1) RESULTS IN DISCLOSURE OF ONLY AGGREGATED DE–IDENTIFIED
DATA OR AGGREGATED DE–IDENTIFIED DATA REPORTS TO A DATA RECIPIENT; AND
(2) DOES NOT REVEAL PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION TO
A DATA RECIPIENT.

(G) ON REQUEST, THE MANAGER MAY PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO
DATA RECIPIENTS REGARDING DATA RECEIVED FROM THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH
DATA HUB.

(H) (1) THE MANAGER AND ANY DATA RECIPIENTS MAY NOT:

   (I) ATTEMPT TO RE–IDENTIFY DE–IDENTIFIED DATA; OR

   (II) DISCLOSE, RELEASE, OR REPORT DATA IN ANY FORM THAT
MAY RESULT IN THE RE–IDENTIFICATION OF DE–IDENTIFIED DATA.

   (2) THIS SUBSECTION MAY NOT BE CONSTRUED TO INTERFERE WITH
A DATA RECIPIENT’S CONTINUED USE OF OR RELIANCE ON PERSONALLY
IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION PROVIDED TO THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA
HUB.

31–108.

EACH YEAR, THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB SHALL PUBLISH A
REPORT THAT IS AVAILABLE AND ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC ON:

   (1) THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
INCLUDING IDENTIFICATION OF THE SOURCES AND TYPES OF DATA RECEIVED BY
THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB FROM EACH PROVIDER DURING THE
IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING 12 MONTHS;

   (2) A DESCRIPTION OF EACH APPROVED DISCLOSURE OF DATA BY
THE BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB;

   (3) A LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER REPORTS BASED ON THE
BALTIMORE CITY YOUTH DATA HUB DATA;

   (4) RECOMMENDATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES FOR ENHANCEMENT
AND ALIGNMENT OF DATA COLLECTION AND MAINTENANCE BY PROVIDERS; AND

   (5) ANY OTHER INFORMATION CONSIDERED APPROPRIATE BY THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

(A) A person, whether acting on behalf of the manager or a provider, who obtains, discloses, or uses, or attempts to obtain, disclose, or use identifiable data for a purpose other than aggregation in the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to imprisonment not exceeding 1 year or a fine not exceeding $1,000 or both.

(B) A person, whether acting on behalf of the manager or a provider, is civilly liable to an individual for actual damages, including attorney’s fees and litigation costs, that the court considers appropriate if the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that the person committed a violation of any provision of this title that caused any damage to the individual.

31–110.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except as provided in §31–109 of this title, a provider may not be civilly or criminally liable for providing identifiable data to the manager for the sole purpose of inclusion in the Baltimore City Youth Data Hub.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect June 1, 2022.

Approved:

__________________________________________
Governor.

__________________________________________
Speaker of the House of Delegates.

__________________________________________
President of the Senate.